OVERVIEW

Government red tape holds people back, robs them of the chance to be their best and denies everyone the benefits of a strong, thriving economy. Now, we can roll back the decades of regulations and special interest carve outs that destroy growth — with Prosperity States.

The Prosperity State Initiative is, fundamentally, about progress. States passing enabling legislation can establish communities where government is rolled back to the basics. The result? Economic growth, jobs and prosperity – not just in the community itself, but throughout the state!

THE PROSPERITY STATE FACT SHEET

PROSPERITY STATES ARE VOLUNTARY.
Strong legal protections ensure a Prosperity State community will not negatively impact its neighbors.

PROSPERITY STATES ARE FLEXIBLE.
Each state decides how much to reduce regulatory burdens in these designated communities before the legislation is finalized.

PROSPERITY STATES ARE THE ULTIMATE FAIR SHOT.
Everyone in a Prosperity State community has an equally fair shot at creating their success. No one gets an advantage via a backroom deal or special carve out.

PROSPERITY STATES SHAPE THE FUTURE.
Fifty years ago, no one could predict many of today’s hottest jobs and industries. Because Prosperity States can react more quickly to changes in the business environment, they’re better positioned to help regional economies and the state as a whole evolve their economies.

PROSPERITY STATES CREATE REVENUE UPSIDE.
Even minor success in a Prosperity State community creates significant new jobs, new tax receipts, and an influx of workers to the state.

PROSPERITY STATES ARE NEW, BUT NOT UTESTED.
They’re the best of proven policies from around the world.

Find out more at www.ProsperityStates.org